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Curvy, single and beautiful, Coletta Harper is in dire need of a miracle. Anything that could promise

a way out of the hell sheâ€™s currently stuck in, even if itâ€™s something as crazy as bearing an

â€œintergalactic babyâ€•. At first, the idea of signing up as the mail order bride for a male from an

alien race sounds too tough to handle, but Coletta is up for the challenge.Though displeased with

the arrangement of choosing a bride from earth, High Prince Rayer quickly realizes that the woman

presented as his mate looks as if she had been cast from precious metals and brought to life to

incite fantasies of pleasure. And now, the fearless warrior is left to wonder if there is even a name

that would suit her.Just when it all seemed like a simple arrangement of intergalactic mating, Cole

must fight to escape an enemy whose savagery puts her relationship at stake.  Adults Only!
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This is such a good story, just enough of everything it could have been longer. All the characters are

great even the antagonists. The world building is extraordinary, and the story is well balanced it

should be a 5 star.However, the editing is bad. Sentences that abruptly end, missing words,

incorrect wording, along with other issues. I mean the writing is solid until you hit these issues, but

they cause you to pause having to reread the sentence multiple times.



Coletta Harper is the main female heroine in this scifi alien abduction romance. She has put herself

in a situation, where she was a mail order bride for alien man from other planets and now finds

herself as the future breeding material of High Prince Rayer on his planet. That idea has not only

been crazy, but put her in a lot of danger and emotional trouble. Things get totally out of hand and

her new life seems to be the opposite of what she had dreamed of. I received a free copy of this

book in exchange for my opinion. I really like scifi alien abduction romance books and this one is no

exception. It's well written, the story is complex and has some unexpected twists and turns and

contains lots of spicy romance details. With 196 pages it's a bit longer than most other books of this

genre but it's very entertaining to read and exciting to read. If you're into this genre you'll like this

book very much.

Wow what a great book the characters are awesome cole was working an everyday job just making

enough money to get by,she wanted something more for herself. Rayer was in need of a compatible

woman to bear his heir his first born son. so he had people put out an experiment application and

guess who answered it coletta of course, I have received a free copy of this book for my honest

thoughts. The book is great you must read it to know! Great plot some twist and turns very easy to

follow story line and of course hot steamy alien human sex that explodes. Highly recommend to all

avid readers.The author Alyssa Ezra done a fantastic job.

This is a very enjoyable if short story about Earth females yet once again being the answer to a

distant planet's need for compatible women. It never gets old for me if done well and this story is. I

really liked Rayer's ethics and love for his people and planet. Cole (Coletta) was the perfect foil for

him. This is a sweet romance with suspense and a rather chilling look at a future polluted and

crowded Earth. I recommend this story and look forward to the next one. Enjoy! ðŸ˜€

I got a free copy of this book in exchange for my opinion.This book connects two worlds - ours and

an alien world which when I read the book it felt like I have experienced it and I am already there. I

found the story very interesting and easy to read. There is a hot affair going on though out the story,

a human-alien explosive,steamy and passionate relationship which makes this book even more

attractive.

Rayer has just about everything you hope to find in an Alien Romance with its own uniqueness.



Even though Rayer is powerful he has a lot going on in the beginning, issues that are weighing on

him.. it was interesting to see how this would factor in to the story. He has a heart and empathy, too.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for my opinion. It was an enjoyable read.

So this story is relatively straight forward, and the title pretty much says it all. A Prince basically

orders a bride, and isn't super happy with what he gets...at first. Once he sees her he's all for it.

Coletta has the opposite problem. She is all for having an intergalactic space baby until...well it

comes time to actually do it.This story takes a lot more time and effort to build the story between

these characters than similar books do, and that's really fantastic.However, this book does have an

editing issue. Some of the words seem to be missing...and that can be a bit of a problem for story

immersion. Otherwise this story might have got a 5 star rating.

Interesting story, hot H. But OMG, this book is in need of really serious editing!! Is this author

ESL--English as a Second Language? That's fine--but she really needs to enlist the help of an

editor. Missing words, odd use of words, misspelling--like rain instead of reign, odd placement of

phrases in sentences, odd use of asterisks between paragraphs, and poor formatting--with lots of

blank space (like pages of it!). It's all really annoying. I may not be able to finish reading this book,

and I probably won't read another of her books. I'm just glad I borrowed this for $0 through

kindleunlimited. Author, you're a good storyteller. But you really need a professional editor.
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